PULSCO’s Product Exchange Program minimizes aircraft turn around time for our global airline customers. PULSCO, as an OEM, meets and exceeds aviation maintenance needs by supplying superior aircraft parts and providing engineering flexibility. PULSCO’s expertise in pulsation dampener* manufacturing, maintenance & engineering support services, allow us to provide a high-quality output with the lowest possible cost per flight hour.

We understand that efficiency is the key to being cost effective, therefore we provide tailored solutions through our engineering services which prioritize controlling cost and improving product performance. The sky is the limit when PULSCO is building added value into your organization with our services and expertise.

**HOW DOES IT WORK?**

1. Contact PULSCO for availability of parts for exchange before or after the part has been removed from the aircraft

2. Request the needed part from PULSCO

3. PULSCO sends you the replacement part before or after the part is removed.

4. Send the removed part to PULSCO for repair / overhaul / replacement

5. PULSCO will place the rebuilt part into our Product Exchange Program inventory

Contact PULSCO for more information about how to benefit from our innovative inventory exchange system capabilities, pricing and how to get set up as a new customer.

*Pulsation Dampener (Hydraulic Acoustic Filter)